
 
 

We Need Your Feedback: Fourth Annual CPPI Survey  
 
Please take the NEW Campaign for Personal Prescription Importation Annual Survey!  
 
It will only take a few minutes and *your feedback is critical* for helping to share the realities of 
safe and affordable personal prescription importation with Congressional leaders and other 
decision makers.  

 

 
 
Last year’s “CPPI Personal Prescription Importation Survey” released July 13, 2020, highlights 
the incredible savings that Americans can access through personal prescription importation. 
Highlights from the survey help us tell the important story of prescription importation: 

● $245 average monthly savings on prescription drugs from online Canadian pharmacies 
● $648 average monthly savings for people who spend more than $300 on prescriptions 
● 98% would recommend personal prescription importation from online Canadian 

pharmacies 

You can find additional highlights from previous surveys here to give you a better sense of the 
strong messaging that emerges each year here. 
 
* * * * *  
FROM THE BLOG 
 
Next Steps for the Executive Order on Prescription Drug Importation 

 
While millions of Americans are already taking advantage of 
more affordable prescription drugs from licensed Canadian 
online pharmacies, the executive orders aimed at reducing 
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prescription drug costs issued in July by President Trump will not become operational without 
additional guidance from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Topping 
President Trump’s list was an executive order to expand Americans’ access to medicines from 
abroad by expanding importation for personal use from countries like Canada. The Campaign 
for Personal Prescription Importation wants the Trump Administration to keep a few items in 
mind as they work to implement the executive orders. Read More 
 
*****  
 
US Postal Service Plays Critical Role in Prescription Delivery 

 
The US Postal Service plays an important role in the daily lives of 
all Americans, especially during the Coronavirus pandemic. For 
Americans who receive prescription medication through the mail, 
the US Postal Service is a critical lifeline.  
 
USPS delivery times have increased between 18 percent and 32 
percent since this spring.  
 

“We cannot lose sight of the impact these delays will have on all our mail and our medications, now 
and after Election Day,” says Emergency physician, Max Cooper.  
 
Read More 
 
  
* * * * * 
  
Please take a moment to reach out to your elected official to make sure that they do not lose 
sight of protecting the rights of all Americans to access safe and affordable prescription medication 
by visiting our Contact Congress page at https://personalimportation.org/contact-congress.  
 
* * * * *  
 
Take Action – We would love to hear from you! 
We are currently looking for personal stories to highlight the need for access to affordable and safe 
prescription medications to policy makers and thought leaders who can make a difference.  
 
Please share your story by visiting this link. 
 
* * * * * 
  
About the Campaign for Personal Prescription Importation 
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The Campaign for Personal Prescription Importation (CPPI) is a national nonprofit patient advocacy 
organization that fights for Americans’ access to safe, affordable prescription medications from 
Canada for personal use. Tens of millions of Americans – especially the elderly and others on fixed 
incomes – struggle to pay the extremely high price of prescription medications in the U.S. We are 
here to be their voice. 
 
Millions of Americans use licensed Canadian pharmacies annually, to purchase their daily 
prescription medications at an affordable price. We believe that all Americans have a right to 
affordable medications. It is time to change the current U.S. policy on this issue to provide immediate 
access to life-saving medications, taken daily for chronic health conditions, at affordable prices. 
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